The JavaScript object "TYPO3" is not defined, if inlineSettings (TYPO3.settings / TYPO3.lang) are rendered without ExtJs.

Reproduce: Add inline settings in pagerenderer without adding ExtJs...

Affects 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 6.0

Index: t3lib/class.t3lib_pagerenderer.php
--- t3lib/class.t3lib_pagerenderer.php (revision 501)
+++ t3lib/class.t3lib_pagerenderer.php (working copy)
@@ -1889,6 +1889,7 @@
 } else {
     if ($inlineSettings) {
         $inlineSettings = 'if (typeof TYPO3 === "undefined") TYPO3 = {};' . CRLF . $inlineSettings;
     } else {
         $out .= $this->inlineJavascriptWrap[0] . $inlineSettings . $this->inlineJavascriptWrap[1];
     }
 }

Associated revisions
Revision acd57342 - 2013-05-01 22:01 - Benni Mack
[BUGFIX] InlineSettings broken if extJs not loaded

The pagerenderer can add javascript inline settings to the output. This does not work if extJs is not loaded, because of missing initialization of js object TYPO3. This patch makes sure that TYPO3 object is initialized correctly, if extJs is not loaded.
The pagerenderer can add javascript inline settings to the output. This does not work if extJs is not loaded, because of missing initialization of js object TYPO3. This patch makes sure that TYPO3 object is initialized correctly, if extJs is not loaded.

Change-Id: i2f9750cd0188cbbb042d02b6d3f5c6da2a544589
Fixes: #38879
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/20392
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

### History

**#1 - 2012-07-18 08:55 - Helge Funk**
- Assignee deleted (Christian Kuhn)

**#2 - 2012-07-18 10:20 - Ernesto Baschny**
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback
- Target version deleted (4.5.18)
- TYPO3 Version changed from 4.7 to 4.5
Thanks for reporting. Do you have some code snippet (extension?) where this problem can be reproduced easily? Thanks!

#3 - 2012-07-18 12:45 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/12872

#4 - 2012-07-18 13:00 - Helge Funk

```php
/** @var $pageRenderer t3lib_PageRenderer */
$pageRenderer = $GLOBALS['TSFE']->getPageRenderer();

$settings = array('foo' => 'bar');
$pageRenderer->addInlineSettingArray('FooBar', $settings);

Add this code in a cached plugin... for example a simple extbase extension.
```

#5 - 2013-04-06 12:12 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/12872

#6 - 2013-05-01 20:29 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 3 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/12872

#7 - 2013-05-01 22:02 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/20392

#8 - 2013-05-01 22:03 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/20393

#9 - 2013-05-01 22:03 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/20392

#10 - 2013-05-01 22:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 23187d6d8e23a78349291baad45f54d2bb0e1c.

#11 - 2018-10-02 12:17 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed